Abstract-With China Eastern joined Sky Team Alliance in 2011, the three biggest state-owned airlines in China have all joined aviation alliance. After joining aviation alliance, both the domestic and international markets of China's civil aviation company will change. This paper studies the domestic and international change separately, first use grey prediction method to predict the future domestic transportation target and fleet scale, meanwhile evaluate domestic market change by taking code sharing and China's civil aviation layout into consideration. While evaluating international market, use population mutual competition model to predict international market share variation tendency in aviation alliance, and use the Shapley value on the market share for equitable distribution. Finally get the international market share change, thus to provide theoretical reference to civil aviation of China joining aviation alliance.
I. FOREWORD
Since the Northwest airlines and KLM Royal Dutch airlines to jointly opening up the aviation alliance in 1989, now there have formed three aviation alliances, they are: Star alliance, One World, and Sky Team alliance. Till the end of 2010, the number of airlines joining these alliances is more than 50, whose passenger load per year accounts for 60% in the global aviation load, while the income was 65.7%. Experts predict that with the growing trend of airline alliances, the number of airlines joining alliance will be close to hundred a few years later. The global aviation transportation market share of these alliances will reach 80%. China southern airlines joined Sky Team alliance in 2007, while in the same year Air China, Shanghai airlines joined the Star alliance, and China Eastern airlines joined Sky Team alliance in 2011. Total up Cathay Pacific and Hong Kong which joining One World previously, the majority of China's airlines have joined aviation alliance, and China's fourth biggest airline -Hainan Airlines also plans to join One World. The world's second largest civil aviation market officially became part of the world aviation market.
Join the alliance's essence increases the airline's competitive ability and profit, however, from 2007 to the present, China southern airlines, the first one joining aviation alliance, didn't get any obvious benefits, and the target of improved international routes income from the current 17% to 30% is unrealized. How to get better development in the alliance is related to the survival of civil aviation of China, the development and profits of airlines have close relations with market share. This paper analyzes the market changes after three biggest airlines joining aviation alliance.
II. DOMESTIC MARKET ANALYSIS OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CHINA

A. Domestic Market Statistics of Civil Aviation of China
China's civil aviation industry has always been the focus of the global civil aviation, even in 2008 when the entire civil aviation declined, China's aviation market also maintained an amazing growth. The passenger traffic volume and transportation total turnover volume are the main targets reflecting the civil aviation market demand of an area, while the attendance reflects the relation between supply and demand of civil aviation. The majority of flights in China have maintained the attendance more than eighty percent; some even exceeds more than ninety percent. In all, the attendance higher than 70% of international civil aviation can be called normal attendance. That is, by international standards, the supply and demand of China's domestic civil aviation is oversupply. As China's civil aviation passenger plane purchase belongs to government planning, so we can know the relation between supply and demand in the next few years by predicting China's civil aviation transportation total turnover volume and passenger traffic volume. The following table is the transportation total turnover volume (10 billion ton-km) and the passenger traffic volume (100 million people) which China's civil aviation has finished from 2001 to 2010. From the table we can see, China's civil aviation has kept a high speed of development in the lately 10 years.
International Conference on Global Economy, Commerce and Service Science (GECSS 2014) Reach a prediction model: 
C. Domestic Market Analysis of Civil Aviation of China
The transportation fleet scale of China's civil aviation reached to 1593 sorties by the end of 2010, which was three times that of in the year 2000. Compared with the data, the number of China's civil aviation transportation growth rate is slightly less than the total transportation turnover, and equals to the passenger traffic volume. Predicted according to the data from 2010 to 2015, China civil aviation transportation total turnover and passenger traffic volume will be doubled. The civil aviation industry expected, in the next 20 years, China's civil aircraft will add 4583 sorties. Suppose input in five years, and then by 2015, China will add 1146 aircrafts, increased by 72%. Although slightly lower than the increment of total transportation turnover and passengers traffic volume, China's civil aviation can still maintain a higher attendance in the future. The core of aviation alliance is code sharing, which is also the main way to join aviation alliance for China's civil aviation. But joining aviation alliance does not mean that foreign airlines can freely operate in Chinese domestic routes. At present, there are quite a few foreign airlines that can operate in domestic routes, such as from Guangzhou to Beijing, there are more than 50 flights every day but only 2 united airlines flights. The main effect of joining aviation alliance to the domestic market is attendance. For example, most of the passengers to China first come to Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou which are the bases of Air China, China Eastern, and China Southern airlines, and then transfer to other places. These passengers will turn to the same code sharing aviation alliance for flight, thus it will further increase the attendance of airlines joining aviation alliance. From 2007, China's domestic airlines began to implement code sharing, and then the arrangement of the domestic flights will be more accorded with the market demand. While the attendance exceeds more than a certain number, the airlines' additional cost of carrying more passengers will be greatly reduced, and China's civil aviation domestic market, after joining aviation alliance, will keep a steady growth, meanwhile the attendance will also increase further.
III. INTERNATIONAL MARKET ANALYSIS OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CHINA
A. Current Condition of International Market
Since joining Sky Team alliance in 2007, the international routes income of China southern airlines have been wandering around 20%, far behind the goal of 30%. Other alliance airlines in China are also not optimistic about the international routes income, thus the operation on international route is a key to whether China's civil aviation could survive in the competitive civil aviation market. The international routes incomes of China increase mainly relies on cost reduction, code sharing and flight increase. After joining aviation alliance, China's aircraft can share overseas infrastructure, the centralized purchase can reduce purchase price and expenditure, the special division of routes can make alliance airlines complement each others' advantages, and the code sharing can provide convenient transferring service for the departure passenger. Yet all of these depend on airlines' own strength, that is flying more international routes or more flights on the same route, and meanwhile keep a high attendance, and then the airlines are able to share the welfare of the aviation alliance. In all, the market share is the most important.
B. Market Distribution Prediction of International Routes
The extra traffic volume and revenue, which aviation alliance airlines achieved in the course competition, come from the non-shared company or other alliances. An alliance airline has a strong competitive advantage on route, but some do not. From the competition view, no matter what kind of situation, international routes market distribution will have a big change. The following use of population mutual competition model is to illustrate the market share change after airlines joining aviation alliance. Here consider the alliance airline on one route having advantage in competition, so does the actual situation.
Set the joining alliance airlines as a group, and the non- 
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For calculating conveniently, suppose the retardation for market share increase to their own market share improvement of both joining and non-joining airlines is the same, then： 
C. Market Distribution of International Routes
From above we can know, the market share of aviation alliance which is dominant on the route competition will increase gradually, and then distributing the additional share reasonably is an important condition for stable development of aviation alliance. Most of the alliances are based on interest, if the alliance wants to get fast development, it need to balance each airline's contribution, risks and benefits from the alliance. In general, the aviation alliance distribution of interests obeys the following principles: 1 mutual benefit; 2 the optimal structure interests; 3 risk compensation; 4 individual reasonable; 5 groups reasonable. Many scholars have proofed Shapley value has fair and rational advantages on dealing with distribution problems. Here illustrate the distribution of route market in aviation alliance with the example of route from Hong Kong to Tokyo. The table below is the flight classes from Hong Kong to Tokyo: From the table we can see, the market share of One World is nearly two-thirds. As One World includes Cathay Pacific, Japan airlines and Dragon airlines, these airlines can share airport infrastructure in Hong Kong and Tokyo airports and can provide more convenient transfer service. Thus make them more competitive over other airlines on this route. From the model in 3.2, as time goes by, the market share of One World on the route will be higher and higher, thus distribute the additional market share rationally and fairly related to whether the three airlines can continue maintain alliance. Shapley distribution can be a good way to solve the problem. , that is the distribution of each member in s .
While all the distribution of s is less than the revenue, Thus it can be seen, although the international routes market share would increase after joining aviation alliance, their individual increase depends on the airlines' strength of themselves on each route. The possible reason for the wandering international route revenue of China southern airlines after joining aviation alliance might not be reasonably adopted resources to the route that can produce great interest. While aviation alliance want to take the advantage of market on an international route, it must be reasonably allocating resources on this route, and make full use of the alliance advantages, and then gain market share, thus can bring great benefits to all joining. Meanwhile, we should pay attention to the point that the aviation alliance might not always compete with and the non-joining airlines, may be there is a competition between different alliances on the same route. And aviation alliance airlines do not have competitive advantages over all routes, thus requires the aviation alliance to evaluate all routes. Allocate the limited resources on the superior and valuable routes, thus the joining airlines can benefit more.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper uses a reasonable model to predict the domestic and international market of China's civil aviation after joining aviation alliance. Compared with the actual data, the prediction precision of the model is ideal, and the results have higher reliability. Thus not only it provides reference for China's civil aviation making policy after joining alliance, but also a theoretical support. From a practical consideration, with the increase of civil aviation transportation radices, the growth rates decreases, and each airlines should take this into consideration. From joining aviation alliance we can see, on domestic routes, airlines market increase very soon, and because of the code sharing, the domestic flights attendance will also increase. While on the international routes, because of the alliance competitive advantage, the market share of alliance airlines will continue increasing, and the Chinese airlines joining the alliance can also gain the market share. In all, joining aviation alliance is an important development opportunity for civil aviation of China.
